ADP-ribosylation controls the outcome of tolerance or enhanced priming following mucosal immunization.
Accumulating evidence suggests that the dichotomy between tolerance and active IgA immunity in mucosal immune responses is regulated at the APC level. Therefore, immunomodulation of the APC could be an effective mechanism to control the two response patterns. In this study, we demonstrate that ADP-ribosylation controls the outcome of tolerance or active effector T cell immunity to an internal peptide p323-339 from OVA inserted into the cholera toxin (CT)-derived CTA1-OVA-DD adjuvant. We found that a single point mutation, CTA1R7K-OVA-DD, resulting in lack of enzymatic activity, promoted peptide-specific tolerance in TCR transgenic CD4(+) T cells following a single intranasal (i.n.) treatment. The CTA1R7K-OVA-DD-induced tolerance was strong, long-lasting, and impaired the ability of adoptively transferred naive peptide-specific CD4(+) T cells to respond to Ag-challenge, irrespective if this was given i.p or i.n. The tolerance correlated with induction of regulatory T cells of the regulatory T type 1 characterized by CD25(-)Foxp3(-)CD4(+) T cells producing IL-10. In contrast, in IL-10-deficient mice, no peptide-specific tolerance was observed, and these mice exhibited unimpaired CD4(+) T cell responsiveness to recall Ag irrespective of if they were untreated (PBS) or treated i.n. with CTA1R7K-OVA-DD. Thus, for the first time, we can provide unequivocal proof that ADP-ribosylation can control the outcome of mucosal Ag exposure from tolerance to an enhanced effector CD4(+) T cell response. The exploitation of this system for clinical treatment of autoimmune diseases is discussed.